
Year 3
SPRING Term 2

English
This term, the children will be writing 
newspaper reports, character descriptions and 
formal letters. They will be focusing on the 
effect they have on the reader and what skills 
they would use to create that effect. 
In reading, they will be looking at a non- fiction 
text called Find Out! Volcanoes which links to 
their humanities topic. They will be 
recapping summarisation of the 
texts and answering a variety of 
questions using their 
retrieving, prediction and 
inferring skills.

Maths
This term children will begin with learning 
the column method for addition. They will 
begin with looking at carrying out 
calculations for numbers with and without 
regrouping. Once pupils are confident with 
this, they will learn this method again, but 
for subtraction. Finally, pupils will learn 
their timetables (2, 4 and 8) too.

P.E
This term, children in 3B will be focusing on 
gymnastics. They will learn to develop their 
balance and a variety of gymnastic 
movement. The children in 3G will be 
focusing on dance this term. They will begin 
to learn and express expression through 
body language.

Humanities
This term, children will learn about rocks, relics and 
rumbles in geography. Children will learn about the 
structure and the characteristics of the Earth’s layers, 
and how this impacts the tectonic plates. Also, children 
will learn about latitude and longitude lines and 
practise using them on a world map to locate 
volcanoes. Finally, pupils will be 
introduced to earthquakes and 
learn about what causes one and 
consequences of one.

Design and 
Technology 

This term children will learn knowledge of machines 
by learning about levers, linkages, sliders, wheels and 
axels. Children discover that automata 
are machines that operate mainly 
by themselves. They will use this 
information to make a automaton toy.

Science 
This term, children will continue to learn about 

forces and magnets. Children will be learning 

about pushing and pulling forces. They will 

carry out comparative tests to measure 

frictional forces using force metres; and how to 

display their findings.

Also, pupils will explore the 

magnetic attraction / repulsion 

and magnetic fields.

Computing
This term, children will learn all about Spheros. We 
will look at how to set one up and how to create a 
group commands for the Sphero to carry out 
movements. 

RE and PSHE
This term in RE, children will be focusing on 
remembering their roots, being fair and accountable, 
living with integrity and being loyal and steadfast.
This term in PSHE, we will be learning about living in 
the wider world. We will be learning about diversity, 
communities, rules and laws, responsibilities and 
democracy. 

Music
This term, children will learn how to use their voice to 
sing in unison and recorder to play notation. As well as 
composing and improvising. The key song they will use 
is called The Dragon Song. 
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